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Hey, I’m Mami . 

I am a “Clinic to Fitness” Trainer and weight loss coach for 

Ladies and in particular, those struggling with Type2 Diabetes. 
 
I know you’ve just been diagnosed with Type2 Diabetes or perhaps you were 

diagnosed while ago. 

 

Right now you are 

 trying to lose weight 

 walking for an hour a day 

 or trying a low carb diet 

 you’re fighting with side-effects from a bunch of medicine your doctor 

prescribed 

 And dealing with a few needles everyday… 

 

You feel fine, but not GREAT… 

 

You’ve been searching for something else. You crave a better way to manage 

Type2 Diabetes then… 

 

You found me, right? 

 

GOOD NEWS: it is possible to “reverse” Type 2 Diabetes,  

FAKE NEWS: it is not about low carb dieting, cardio workout and/or medication 

which are “Living with” Type2 Diabetes. 

 

Yes! I will say again, REVERSE Type 2 Diabetes! 

 

And I would like to share the blueprint with you 

 

“How to Reverse Type 2 Diabetes Blueprint” 

 
I was struggling. In the last 20 years, I’ve been overweight and underweight and I ALWAYS 

felt tired.  

 

A chronic lower back injury limits my activity and fitness.  

 

While I pushed myself to the edge with strict dieting and cardio, I realized I was completely 

wasting time… 

 

Over the last several years, I finally found the missing exercise and nutritional pieces of the 

puzzle I was missing to reclaim my health. 

 

Not just for me, but also for many women in my area.  

 

It is absolutely my mission and passion in life to show ladies that they can reach their goals 

in a sustainable way, without extreme diet methods AND without long hours at the gym. 



 

This Lifestyle Checklist is one of the super 

important tools in my program to reverse 

type2 diabetes. “Lifestyle Modification” is the 

first task in my 12 week program and I’m 

giving it to you free.  I want you to get a good 

idea of what it’s like to work with me.  PLUS 

you will learn more details about your 

current habits, nutrition & exercise that are 

impacting your health.  So dive into the first 

section of my Master Blueprint (a Map) to 

reverse Type2 Diabetes in 12 weeks. 

It is NOW your turn to feel STRONGER and bring back the REALYOU! 

Mami 

Mami Shields  

Reverse Diabetes with YOU   



So, let’s get started!  

First thing first, lifestyle modification! 
 

And, this is lifestyle checklist.  We are going to find out “too much” and/or “too 

little” from your lifestyle. Finish “Work 1 through 3” today. 

Work 1: Do the Checklist.  ☑ for YES 

1. Eating           

□Eat big portion size/ extreme small 

portion/ I don’t know my portion size 

□Keep eating even you feel full 

□Eat big portion of chips, chocolate 

bar, cookies or candy for snack 

□Drink soda/sweet drink with meal(s) 

everyday 

□Always stop & buy juice or snack at 

convenient store/by the cashier  

□Use drive through fast food/ to go 

meal 

How often?               /week 

□Skip meal  □Eat out (How many times?    /Week) 

□Binge eating  

(Big meal, small meal, then make 

super hungry) 

□Emotional Eating/ Drinking 

□Eating snacks straight out from bag □Distracted eating  

(Eat during working on computer, 

watching TV, etc.) 

□Eat process food (microwave meal, 

Caned meal, box meal kit, etc.)  

□I like heavy taste (salty/Fried) 

□Drink alcohol 

What                       

How much                  /day                                         

□I don’t know how to cook/ I don’t 

have time to cook/ I don’t have 

cooking space (dome) 

 

2. Exercise           

□No Exercise  

(if yes, How often        /week,       

min/day)  

□No lift  

(if yes, How often        /week,       

min/day) 

□ Feel weak/ Short breath with easy 

activity 

□No activity  

(if yes, How often        /week,   

min/day) 

□Park your car as close as possible to 

entrance 

□I don’t know what to do about 

exercise 

□Feel no energy  

 

 

 



 

3. Sleep         

□Sleep less than 6 hours every night? 

How long you being this? 

□Feel still tired when you get up 

□Sleep shallow □Need to take medication to make 

you sleep 

□Caffeine/soda drink □Wake up in the middle of the night 

and cannot go back to sleep 

□Look cell phone in bed □Insomnia? 

 

4. Stress             

□High pressure lifestyle □Frustrate 

□Problem  〇family 〇work 〇friends 

〇other 

□Don’t know how to manage stress                         

□Food is the way to comfort you from 

stress 

□Life changed (broke up with 

partner, married, pregnancy(or post), 

Moved, new job, kids left home for 

collage, family member, pet/ friend 

death, other ) 

□Mood swing □Sensitive and irritate for sound 

□Depression □Cannot concentrate 

 

5. Internal Organ & system             

□Constipation □Stomach ach 

□Digestion problem □History of GI surgery 

□Menstruation problem (Heavy, skip 

period, Pain ) 

□Can’t eat particular food since 

stomach problem  

□feel hot and sweat □Feel cold, cold hands or feet 

□Frequent Head ach □Difficult breathing 

□Always Feel tired (even after wake 

up in morning) 

□Feel swelling leg and / or hands 

□Dizziness  □Weakness 

□Easy to get sick □Easy to get bruise 

 

6. Posture      

□Sit down/stand up all day □Wear high heel shoes 

□Driving long distance □Use computer a lot 

□Watch TV, read books, video game 

all the time 

 



7. Injury (muscles, bone & Nerve)       

□History of Injury                               □Chronic Pain:                              

□History of Surgery                             □Have an experience of joint pain 

after a few weeks of fitness. 

□Easy to get joint pain □Imbalance/ tumble 

□ Radiation pain in leg/arm □ Foot pain 

   

8. Time & Life style           

□Skip meal □Always tired (mentally / physically) 

□life style is irregular □Long hours until next meal 

□Someone else cooks for you □Always hurry life style 

□Junk food, & soda are always 

available @ home 

□look for something to eat even 

though you are not hungry.  

□No see sun light (leave and come 

home when dark) 

□Suddenly change mind and Skip 

appointment with your friend 

□Being overweight since childhood □Sensitive from someone’s eye or 

opinions 
How did it go? Which of these 8 sections had the MOST impact for you?   

 

I know, there are somethings you cannot change for example, your work schedule, past 

history and/or current conditions.  

 

However, you can change your habits, choices and decisions. 

Your habits, choices, and decisions are an important part of this challenge. It doesn’t have 

to be difficult or all accomplished at once.  Step by Step - address one area at a time, one 

piece of the puzzle at a time. 

 

For example, if you normally drink 5 cans of soda /day, it might be tough for stop drinking 

soda all together.  

 

For the challenge I would suggest you might eliminate drinking soda for only 2 or 3 days to 

make it easier. 

 

Some challenging areas will take longer than 7 days to change.  

 

Using soda drinking as an example again, you might decide to simply reduce soda intake 

from 5 cans to 3 cans per day at the first week and then reduce to 1can next week. 

Following week, no soda! 

 

OK, let’s start brainstorming + getting ideas on paper. 
 



 

Work 2: Which category do you want to change first? 

 

Pick only one category & one specific area to work on in the challenge. Explain why you 

picked that one. And what you’re solutions will be. 

Ex. 1  

Category:  “Eating” 

Current Issue: Eat out 5 times/week 

Solution: I want to change this because I drink too much soda and most of the time I 

pick fried food at the restaurant. And I’m not eating enough vegetable/fruits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Work 3: Depending on the area you selected above, what is 

ONE small & easy thing that you can change and implement 

this week?  

Ex1.  

Instead of drinking 5 cans of soda today, I will only have 3 cans and drink lemon water 

with meals during this week instead.  

Ex.2  

Turn the TV off earlier & go to bed earlier to allow for at least 6 hours. 

 

*** I am not talking about fad dieting here… not eat carbs etc. PLEASE! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Execute “ONE THING” for 7 days.  

Then move on to “Work #4&5”. 



 

Work 4 : How did it go?  

RESULTS?  What were the results of your little implementations? What’s the next step? 

 

Ex1.  

I try to eat without soda.  

Results: I cut down to 3 cans /day!!  

Moving on: I will try to cut down to 1 this time. Lemon water tastes weak, so I will try un-

sweet tea.  

 

Ex2.  

I want to eat more vegetable throughout the day. 

Results: I ate more vegetables for breakfast and dinner, but I could not do it for my 

lunch because vegetables didn’t come with my meal. 

Moving on: I will bring my lunch to work, so I can insure I get more vegetables at lunch. 

  



  

Work #5: What is your next plan?  What else can you try? 

You can change your plan completely, you can continue to work on your current challenge 

or add something new!  

Ex1.  

ACCOMPLISHED GOAL: I reduce my cans of soda from 5 to 3 cans per day.  

NEW GOAL: NOW I want to reduce from 3 to 1 can per day this week.  

 

Ex.2 

ACCOMPLISHED GOAL: I ate more vegetables for breakfast and dinner. 

Moving on: I will bring my lunch to work, so I can insure I get more vegetables at lunch. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Great Job!! 
I am super happy for you because what I’ve laid out above are the first lifestyle 

steps to curing Type2 diabetes.  I encourage you to reflect on on the areas 

above you know could use a lifestyle upgrade! It might mean continuing the 

same challenge for a few days longer or knocking down each milestone one 

step at a time.  
 

Yes!! Just do it!  
 

Keep surveying areas of your life and find begin to implement healthier options 

into your lifestyle. Pick an area, challenge yourself, review and reflect and 

REPEAT! Continue “Work #1~5” over and over until you are happy, more 

energetic and healthier overall. 
 

You might felt already this… 

 

There are no short cuts, but simple 

modifications to your lifestyle lead to a healthier 

you. Create an idea and decide to try new 

habits. When YOU make the decisions and 

implement the changes you guarantee yourself a 

higher success rate than when someone 

recommending things for you to do. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



If you want more ideas, check our Facebook community page and look around at what 

other members did.  You can share your experience with other members and encourage 

each other. 

 

Are you ready to find out more about the blueprint to reverse Type 2 diabetes completely?  I 

have a few spots available in my one one-on-one intensive 12 week challenge.  Schedule a 

consultation to chat with me more about if this is a good fit for you! 
 

BONUS:  IF you’ve finished this special worksheet 

(and can show me proof - show up and share 

with us in the Facebook group) I have a special 

VIP INVITATION to my program just for you. 

Want to know more? 
 

Click below and schedule a time to chat with me! 
 

Start NOW! & Get your life back! 
CHECK YOUR SP INVITATION WITH BONUS. 

 

  

https://www.correxefit.com/body-revolution


Bonus section 

Amanda knew she eats too much pizza. 

 

 

*Life is complicated, but there is cause and origin. So I recommend thinking why that happening is. Start 
looking for the root to origin. 

 

For example, Jennifer wanted to fix “Emotional Eating”. It is in Eating section.  
but we figured out why that happening occur.  It was because of her stress at work and could be sleeplessness. 
(yes, she checked sleep & stress section) 
 
We could not control amount of work and behavior of her co-workers. So, she try to fix “sleep” section at first 
for a week. She decided to cut off TV and go to bed just 1 hour earlier than usual. It was easy to fix for her, and 
she completed the first week. Yay! 
 
You know what happening?  

 She feels much better when she get up in the morning.  
 Her frustration level is lower than usual. 
 Her bad mood gets better at work.  
 Her performance get better without energy drink at 2 o’clock.(LOL) 

 
AND, Her co-workers start being nice to her!! That makes she has less stress at work.  
Thus, her emotional eating is slows down… 
 
She lost 2 lbs of body weight that week. BAM!! High Five!! 

 


